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Though the style, the technique and the sentiments of
this work wove a spell round young Gujarata for twenty-
five years, it lacked humour, and displayed creative power
limited both in scope and intensity. The language was
stilted, pedantic, full of conceits after the fashion of B§na.
Quotations from English, Samskrta and Old Gujarat!
authors bristled throughout the book; verbose soliloquies,
life-less dialogues and moral reflections marred the beauty
of finely conceived situations. He was inspired by Roman-
ticism, and yet shuddered at its exuberance and colour.
His ideas of adventure rarely went beyond the confines of
convention. He admitted love as a beautiful fatality, not
a living law.
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But the moralist and the apologist out-grew the artist in
Govardhanram when he wrote Part II of the work under the
sub-title, Gunasimdarinuh Kutumbajnla, The Family-world
of Gunasundari. This volume gives only two more inci-
dents of the main story. Outlaws attack the party with
which Sarasvatichandra had left Suvarnapura. He is wound-
ed, and is picked up by a travelling party of bavls, ascetics,
from the adjoining monastery of Sundaragiri. About the
same time, Kumud, escorted by armed men, also leaves
Suvarnapur to see her mother. Her grandfather, Manchatur,
with another escort, comes to meet her on the way. The
outlaws attack Kumud's party, but are surrounded by the
escort, and disarmed. But Kumud, as she stands on the
brink of the river, falls into it, and is carried away by the
current.
In this volume the author found his style* It main-
tained a sustained richness throughout the book, and at
places became lively. But the romantic element was
submerged; the subjective intensity disappeared altogether;
all effort was concentrated in detailed and often lifeless
descriptions. The bulk of the volume was taken up with
a full length portrait of Gunasundari, the mother of Kumud,
drawn in elaborate and charming details. She is the
typical Hindu mother, noble beyond description, who has
presided over the joint family in India from the earliest
times; the link which binds its shapeless crowd; the source
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